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Work with a partner
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Young Learners, Teens and Adults

Which group is most likely to…

1. enjoy songs and dance? 

2. use a mobile phone under the desk during class? 

3. enjoy activities involving movement and TPR? 

4. be idealistic and passionate about things that interest them? 

5. have effective study routines and time management skills? 

6. have a range of life skills and experience? 

7. wear their heart on their sleeve? 

8. be very self-conscious about their appearance? 

9. prefer teacher explanations in the mother language? 
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Adult learners

What makes them special?

• What do you most like about adult students?

• What do you find hardest?
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Adult learners

Positive characteristics

• more independent

• more aware of learning strategies

• advanced cognitive and analytical capacity

• life skills, expertise and experience

• effective coping techniques
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Adult learners

Some of the challenges

• less willing to take risks

• can have negative learning mindsets 

• can feel powerless and vulnerable

• lacking time and energy
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The power of repetition

• Promotes self-correction

• Enables noticing

• Builds confidence
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Copy this grid
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Add answers in a random order
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Real-life skills

Past, present and future

1. I ………. quickly. 

2. I ………. slowly.

3. I used to ………. badly.

4. I’d like to be able to

………. well.
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Something you do…

Think of something you…

…do well

…do badly

…used to do well

…would like to do well
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I’m the expert

• One student prepares sentences about herself

• She reads them to the class

• Sts write down what they remember, and make one further

prediction

• She checks

• Sts read out one sentence each,

without repeating

• She confirms/corrects
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Photo break

• Get your phone out

• Find a recent picture taken outdoors

• Show it to a partner and describe it

• Now imagine there is a Summer Summed Up photo contest

• Decide which of the two photos you are going to select, and 

why
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Boosting confidence

• less willing to take risks

 offer delayed and prioritised correction

• can have negative learning mindsets 

 demonstrate micro-evidence of improvement

• can feel powerless and vulnerable

 let students keep their voice, identity and status

• lacking time and energy

 set realistic, achievable, affirming goals – less is more
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Tips and advice
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Problem-page letter

Jill Hadfield

1 Tell the students about some problems you find or have 

found with studying

2 Put the students in groups and ask them to discuss problems 

they have with studying English, and get them to suggest 

solutions.

3 Get the students to write a ‘problem page’ letter about their 

study difficulties. If necessary, show them an actual problem 

page letter and its answer as an example.
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Mediation

Bilingual dialogue

• Student A - Interviewer: asks questions in English

• Student B - Speaker: gives answers in L1

• Student C - Mediator: translates between English and L1
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Vera Wang

• First she wanted to be a… 

• Then she decided to become a…

• Now she has a… 
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Stories to legends

1 Think back to a time in your life when you failed but then 

succeeded…

2 Tell the story to your partner.

3 Imagine that your partner’s story has become a legend, 

passed down from generation to generation. What details might 

have changed?

4 Retell your partner’s story as a legend!
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Positive gossip
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